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Abstract

The origin of the approximately 1,000 km - long Beattie Magnetic Anomaly (BMA)

in South Africa remains unclear and contentious. Key issues include the width, depth

and magnetization of its source. In this study, we use uniformly magnetized spheres,

prisms and cylinders to provide the simplest possible models which predict the 1 km
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- altitude aeromagnetic measurements along a profile across the BMA. The source

parameters are adjusted by forward modeling. In case of a sphere, an inversion

technique is applied to refine the parameters. Our results suggest that two similarly

magnetized and adjacent sources, with a vertical offset, can explain the observed

magnetic anomaly. The best fitting model corresponds to two highly-magnetized

(>5 A m−1) sheet-like prisms, extending from 9 to 12 km depth, and from 13 to 18

km depth, respectively, and with a total width reaching 80 km. Other less-preferred

models show thicker and deeper magnetized volumes. Associated magnetizations

seem to be mostly induced, although a weak remanent component is required to

improve the fit. We also compare our results with the interpretation of independent

magnetotelluric and seismic experiments along the same profile. It suggests that

the geological sources for the BMA are mostly located in the middle crust and may

be displaced by a shear zone or a fault. Contrary to previous models suggesting a

serpentinized sliver of paleo-oceanic crust within the Natal-Namaqua Mobile Belt,

we propose that granulite-facies mid-crustal rocks within this belt may cause the

BMA.
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1 Introduction1

The Beattie Magnetic Anomaly (BMA) extends for almost 1000 km in E-2

W direction over the southern part of Southern Africa (Fig. 1). It spatially3

correlates with the Southern Cape Conductive Belt (SCCB), a 100-200 km4

wide, deep electrical conductivity anomaly (de Beer et al., 1982).5

The origin of both these continental-scale geophysical features remains un-6

clear. In particular, the hypothesis that the same geological sources may ac-7

count for both anomalies is debated. For instance, de Beer et al. (1982) sug-8

gested serpentinized rocks, relics of an ancient oceanic lithosphere, as the9

sources for the BMA and SCCB. According to Pitts et al. (1992) and Har-10

vey et al. (2001), these serpentinites may represent the southern boundary11

of the Proterozoic granitoid rocks of the Namaqua-Natal Mobile Belt (see12

Fig. 1). Other authors invoked mineralized thrusts (Corner, 1989), as well13

as shear zones (Thomas et al., 1992) as potential sources for the anomalies.14

Several-km thick sediments of the Karoo Basin (South African Committee15

on Stratigraphy, 1980) conceal the bedrock in this region, which implies that16

these contrasting ideas can only be tested from a geophysical perspective.17

Recently, Weckmann et al. (2007a,b) showed new results of two magnetotel-18

luric (MT) profiles across the BMA and the SCCB (Fig. 1). They find a narrow19

conductive zone below the center of the BMA, inclined either southward be-20

neath the western profile or northward in the eastern profile. Weckmann et al.21

(2007b) argue in favor of a conductive shear zone that cuts a broad magnetic22

source. Stankiewicz et al. (2007) presented the results of two seismic refraction23

Aix-en-Provence Cedex 04, France.
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surveys, whereas Lindeque et al. (2007) showed those of a seismic reflection ex-24

periment. The seismic reflection line and part of the western seismic refraction25

line follow the western MT profile, where we focus our magnetic study (Fig.26

1). Both these recent seismic surveys identified a mid-crustal seismic (velocity27

or reflectivity) anomaly zone that could potentially represent the source of the28

BMA.29

In our study, we use uniformly magnetized bodies to investigate the possible30

source of the BMA by fitting the aeromagnetic anomaly profile that follows the31

MT and western seismic lines. Our aim is to find the simplest one- or two-body32

model in order to estimate how wide, deep and magnetized the source of the33

BMA is in this area. We also compare our simple magnetic modeling results34

with recent MT and seismic interpretations to re-address the controversially35

discussed geological origin for the BMA.36

2 Geological context37

Major geological features of South Africa are the Archean Kaapvaal Craton in38

the Northeast, the Mesoproterozoic Namaqua Natal Mobile Belt from West to39

East, the Paleozoic Cape Fold Belt in the West and South, and the Paleozoic-40

Mesozoic sedimentary Karoo Basin (Fig. 1), which is composed of the Karoo41

and Cape Supergroup (de Wit and Ransome, 1992). The Karoo Basin covers42

more than the half of South Africa, reaching 5-6 km of maximum thickness43

(Cloetingh et al., 1992).44

Here, we investigate the area where the western MT and seismic refraction45

experiments, as well as the seismic reflection experiment, were recently con-46
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ducted by the GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences of Potsdam (Lin-47

deque et al., 2007; Stankiewicz et al., 2007; Weckmann et al., 2007a,b). Figure48

2 presents the location of the studied magnetic profile over a geological map49

of this area between 21 and 23◦E, -31.3 and -33.3◦N (Vorster, 2003). It shows50

that the outcrops along this profile mostly correspond to the thin shales of the51

Beaufort Group, which is part of the Karoo sedimentary sequence. Jurassic52

dolerite sills and dikes intrude the Karoo sediments north of the Great Es-53

carpment, a watershed. The southern termination of the profile reaches the54

sedimentary formations of the Dwyka and Ecca Groups, and ends at the tran-55

sition to the Cape Supergroup rocks. The detailed stratigraphy of the Karoo56

Basin near this profile has been revealed by boreholes (Cloetingh et al., 1992).57

Below the Karoo Basin, a granitic basement belonging to the Mesoproterozoic58

Namaqua-Natal Mobile Belt has been revealed, but no further information59

about the possible sources of the BMA are available.60

3 Magnetic dataset61

The aeromagnetic dataset over South Africa (Fig. 1) allows to analyze the62

BMA. These data correspond to the SANABOZI.txt file provided by the63

Southern African Development Community (http://www.sadc.int), and used64

to generate the first Magnetic Anomaly Map of the World (Korhonen et al.,65

2007). This dataset was compiled using several initial subsets derived from66

aeromagnetic surveys flown in the early 1980’s over the southern part of Africa67

at different altitudes, and upward or downward continued to a mean altitude68

of 1 km. Processing of the initial data (removal of the reference field, diurnal69

variation correction, leveling and filtering) was originally done for each subset70
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independently. We are not able to check the quality of this processing, since71

these original raw measurements are not available. Figure 1 shows the mag-72

netic anomaly map with data upward continued to a 5 km level (altitude used73

for the first Magnetic Anomaly Map of the World). The most prominent mag-74

netic anomaly corresponds to the BMA in South Africa. It is a broad magnetic75

anomaly, with a width ranging from 100 km to a minimum value of 10 km,76

and extending for approximately 1000 km in an E-W direction (Fig. 1). In77

its western part, the BMA splits into two branches, but both of them seem78

to end over the western section of the Cape Fold Belt region. Along the east-79

ern part of the BMA, the eastern strike direction changes to a northeastern80

strike direction before reaching the Indian Ocean. Some comparable anomaly81

chains are observed in South America and Antarctica, at locations that sur-82

rounded South Africa prior to Gondwana break-up (Corner, 1989; Corner and83

Groenewald, 1991; Ghidella et al., 2002; Golynsky and Aleshkova, 2000; Jokat84

et al., 2003; Ferraccioli et al., 2005). The BMA is not clearly visible on litho-85

spheric models derived from satellite data (Sabaka et al., 2004; Maus et al.,86

2006; Lesur et al., 2008), suggesting that the root of the BMA source may not87

be so deep.88

Our study focuses on the western part of the BMA, where it starts to split89

into two branches (Fig. 3). A 145 km long NNW-SSE oriented profile with90

68 points every 2.2 km is extracted from the SANABOZI.txt dataset in this91

area, corresponding with the western MT and the seismic reflection profiles92

(Lindeque et al., 2007; Weckmann et al., 2007a,b) and a part of the western93

seismic refraction line (Stankiewicz et al., 2007). The BMA along this profile94

is a wide positive anomaly with two central peaks of 260 nT and two negative95

edges of about -50 nT (Fig. 4). The central kink shows a decrease of about96
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50 nT in amplitude. This shape may suggest either the existence of a broad,97

deep, magnetized body, perhaps accompanied with a thin, shallow, weakly98

magnetized one, or the interaction of two adjacent magnetized bodies. We test99

these hypotheses by modeling this profile using one or two magnetic sources.100

4 Modeling method101

Several methods are available to investigate the source of magnetic anomalies

(e.g. Telford et al., 1976; Blakely, 1995). Estimating the width, the depth and

the magnetization associated with the source of the BMA is possible using one

or two similar bodies with simple shape. In our study, uniformly magnetized

spheres (equivalent to dipoles; Blakely, 1995), rectangular prisms (Talwani,

1965; Plouff, 1976) and horizontal cylinders (Parker Gay, 1965; Blakely, 1995)

are considered. By a forward approach (i.e. by trial-and-error and/or discrete

systematic research), the parameters of these objects are adjusted to predict

the observations. The quality of the model is evaluated by the parameter Fit

expressed as:

Fit = 100 ∗
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i
and Bc

i
are the observed and calculated magnetic anomaly values,102

respectively.103

For the sphere cases, an additional inversion step is performed to refine the104

model. The equations of the magnetic field anomaly generated by a dipole are105

used (Blakely, 1995). Six parameters (the three components of the moment106

and location vectors) then characterize the source. A generalized non-linear107

scheme with least-square criterion is used (Tarantola and Valette, 1982). The108
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inversion starts with an a priori dipole model corresponding to the sphere109

forward model, and ends either when the chi-squared criterion approaches 1,110

or when the parameters do not change significantly between two successive111

iterations. The gaussian distribution (around 0) of the residuals is a posteriori112

checked.113

A similar approach was developed by McGrath and Hood (1973), and applied114

by Frawley and Taylor (2004) and Quesnel et al. (2007) to study the Mar-115

tian magnetic field anomalies. Further details are indicated in Quesnel (2006),116

Quesnel et al. (2007) and Quesnel et al. (2008). Although several anomalies can117

be investigated in a single run using a regional aeromagnetic dataset (Quesnel,118

2006; Quesnel et al., 2007), in the present case only one NNW-SSE profile is119

studied because of the E-W elongation of the BMA.120

In order to predict the total-field magnetic anomaly, the main magnetic field121

strength and orientation at the data acquisition epoch are needed. Here the122

10th International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model is used for123

year 1980 (Macmillan and Maus, 2005). Over the study area, it indicates a124

geomagnetic field intensity of about 28500 nT, an inclination of -66◦, and a125

declination of -22◦ in 1980.126

5 Modeling Results127

In this section, we present our simple magnetic modeling results along a profile128

across the BMA, using one or two magnetized bodies.129
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5.1 One body case130

The parameters of the best-fitting models are shown in Table 1, and the pre-131

dictions are compared with the observations in Figure 4.132

Whatever single body was introduced, the parameter Fit was always below133

80%, showing that one isolated homogeneously magnetized object with a sim-134

ple shape may not be the source of the BMA in our study area. The inversion135

slightly improves the quality of the sphere model, although only light con-136

straints were applied to the dipole parameters. Figure 4 indicates that only137

the thin sheet-like prism can create an anomaly with a central kink, but it138

does not fit the exact shape of the observed kink. This body is located be-139

tween a 9 and 14-km depth range, i.e. in the middle crust (Lindeque et al.,140

2007), whereas the other model bodies are too deep, probably below the Curie141

depth and the Moho in this area (about 42 km according to Harvey et al.,142

2001; Nguuri et al., 2001; Stankiewicz et al., 2002). The wavelength of the143

observed anomaly is too large to be explained by one dipole or line of dipoles144

shallower than 50 km. This is not surprising because the dipoles concentrate145

the magnetization in one point. The magnetization intensities are large, even146

for the shallow prism (6 A m−1), but the inclination and declination differ of147

more than 40◦ from the induced field directions in this region.148

We conclude that, if one object is used to predict the BMA along this profile,149

then it may correspond to a 60 km wide magnetized layer located in the middle150

crust.151
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5.2 Two body case152

Table 2 presents the best parameters of each two-body forward model, whereas153

Table 3 shows the parameters of the two dipoles resulted from the inversion of154

the magnetic data along this profile. The associated predicted anomalies are155

compared to the observed one in Figure 5.156

The parameter Fit is always above 85%. The correlation coefficient reaches157

0.99 for all models. This indicates that two magnetized sources are more likely158

to explain the BMA than one single source. The inversion allows to refine the159

sphere model, increasing the parameter Fit by 2%. As for the one-body case,160

the depths of spheres, dipoles and cylinders are below 25 km, corresponding to161

the lower crust top (Lindeque et al., 2007), but they do not exceed the Curie162

depth and the Moho (Harvey et al., 2001; Nguuri et al., 2001; Stankiewicz163

et al., 2002). The best two-body model correspond to the thin two-prism164

case (Fit ∼ 88%). These prisms are located between 9 and 18 km in the165

middle crust (Lindeque et al., 2007). Their magnetization intensities of 5 and166

6 A m−1 are similar to the single prism model. Taking the length of the two167

prisms into account, the total N-S extent of the magnetized object is about168

80 km. The improvement in comparison to the single prism model is due to169

the vertical offset between the two prisms at -32.65◦N, which leads to a better170

prediction of the central kink of the BMA. For the dipolar bodies, predictions171

also show a central kink. The resulting models indicate a more distinct offset172

with a northern object shallower than the southern object. This may suggest173

a southward dip of a single magnetized source. However, the magnetization174

parameters can also differ between two adjacent sources (e.g. for the sphere175

and cylinder cases), reducing the plausibility of this assumption. An alternate176
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model would be a vertical contrast of magnetization (e.g. due to a fault or177

shear zone).178

The average of the inclination values is about -62◦, whereas it is about -21◦ for179

the one-body models. For declination values, the averages are -28◦ and 81◦ for180

the two- and one-body models, respectively. Thus the remanent magnetization181

of the two-body models seems less important than for the one-body model.182

The declinations of the two cylinders are equal to -123◦, i.e. 100◦ different183

from the induced field declination (D=-22◦), but this difference is attenuated184

by the large inclinations (-65◦) close to the induced field inclination (I=-66◦).185

A cylinder with similar magnetization parameters corresponds to the best186

model to predict the BMA toward the East, where its amplitude is maximum187

(results not shown). It suggests that the horizontal cylinder with infinite lat-188

eral extent is a good analogue to represent an elongated magnetized source.189

However, along the selected profile, two magnetized prisms are more likely to190

predict the BMA. Moreover, the top of the prism, commonly interpreted as191

the top of the magnetized source, is 9 km in the present case. This depth also192

corresponds to the maximum depth for which downward continuation of the193

BMA measurements is stable.194

6 Discussion195

The previous section described our magnetic modeling results along a profile196

across the BMA. This profile follows the western MT and seismic lines (Figs. 1,197

2 and 3). In the following, we compare our results with the models derived from198

both independent geophysical experiments. Then, we discuss the implications199

on the nature of the source of the BMA.200
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6.1 Comparison with other geophysical data201

In Figure 6, the two uniformly magnetized prisms that predict 88% of the BMA202

profile are plotted over the western MT and seismic refraction cross-sections203

(Stankiewicz et al., 2007; Weckmann et al., 2007a,b). Since the seismic refrac-204

tion image of the upper and middle crust (Stankiewicz et al., 2007) is almost205

equivalent to the seismic reflection image in this area (Lindeque et al., 2007),206

we only compare our magnetic modeling results with the former. The MT207

electrical conductivity section corresponds to the Figure 7 of Weckmann et al.208

(2007a), whereas the seismic image is taken from the Figure 4a of Stankiewicz209

et al. (2007).210

Comparison with the MT model211

The MT experiment provides a high-resolution image of the crustal electri-212

cal conductivity along this profile (Weckmann et al., 2007a,b). Shallow and213

small-scale conductivity structures cannot be compared with our simple mag-214

netization model, whereas large-scale conductivity anomalies are more suitable215

for comparison. Based on the assumption that the BMA and the SCCB have216

a common source (see Section 6.2), we would expect that the simple magnetic217

bodies correlate with zones of high conductivity (red colors in Fig. 6a). In218

fact, a very prominent high conductivity anomaly is located in upper- to mid-219

crustal levels at about 100 km of distance along the profile. Conductive (<20220

Ohm.m) zones still might be present at depths corresponding to the center221

of the southern prism, but highly resistive zones also correlate very well its222

lateral edges. Farther to the north, high conductive synform structures are223

observed. Again, the edges of the northern sheet-like magnetic body seems to224
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outline resistive zones, but it is less clear than for the southern prism because225

it crosses the conductive synforms.226

Comparison with the seismic model227

Stankiewicz et al. (2007) identified a high-velocity zone (up to 7 kms−1 P-wave228

velocity) just beneath the axis of the BMA, between 10 and 20 km in the crust229

(Fig. 6). The location of our northern sheet-like magnetic body fits the location230

of this high-velocity zone (Fig. 6), suggesting a common geological source.231

Lindeque et al. (2007) also associated this high-velocity zone to a 10 km wide232

and 7 to 15 km deep zone of high seismic reflectivity that may be related to the233

source of the BMA. If the two magnetic bodies belong to the same magnetic234

source, then it would need to be either southward-dipping or offset by a fault.235

However, no such fault was detected by the reflection study of Lindeque et al.236

(2007), and these authors also concluded the tectonic fabric dips north at the237

corresponding depth. Furthermore, if the two sheet-like magnetic bodies were238

part of the same body, then a corresponding high-velocity zone should be239

expected to mark the southern prism as well. In contrast, the southern prism240

coincides with velocities in the region of 6 km s−1. Therefore, seismic images241

argue against the hypothesis that the two prisms represent the same body,242

but they support a source at mid- to lower- crustal depths.243

6.2 Sources of the BMA244

Based on the new results from MT and seismic experiments, alternative inter-245

pretations of the possible geological origin of the BMA have to be discussed.246

Despite the simple shapes assigned to our magnetized models, some correla-247
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tions have been noted with the geophysical images provided by the recent MT248

and seismic surveys. The best-fitting (two prisms) model argues in favor of249

highly-magnetized zones in the middle crust, whereas the two-dipole or line of250

dipole models indicate magnetized source depths reaching lower crustal levels.251

A broad magnetic source that extends to the lower crust was also suggested by252

Weckmann et al. (2007b), who used 2.5D magnetic forward modelling module,253

based on the Rasmussen and Pedersen (1979) method, within the WinGLink254

software package (http://www.geo-system.net).255

The discussion on a possible broad source for the BMA has been strongly tied256

to the existence and interpretation of the SCCB (e.g. de Beer et al., 1982;257

Pitts et al., 1992). The SCCB was inferred from measurements using an array258

of 24 three-component magnetometers with an average site spacing in the259

order of hundred kilometers (Gough, 1973). High-resolution MTmeasurements260

across the SCCB however suggest that the SCCB is not a deep and broad261

homogeneous zone of high conductivity, but is the integration of a series of262

localized zones of high conductivities within the Namaqua-Natal Mobile Belt263

basement (Weckmann et al., 2007a,b).264

Based on this apparent spatial correlation of the BMA and the SCCB in the265

80’s, a common source in the form of a 50 km wide southward dipping sliver of266

serpentinized palaeo-oceanic crust that reached to depths of 30 km was sug-267

gested to be the cause of both these anomalies (e.g. de Beer et al., 1982; Pitts268

et al., 1992; Harvey et al., 2001). The high magnetization intensity predicted269

by our preferred model could correspond to serpentinites, because similar val-270

ues were observed for serpentinites belonging to a palaeo-oceanic suture in the271

Alps (Shive et al., 1988; Shive, 1990). Such rocks also show seismic velocities272

comparable to those estimated for the high-velocity zone beneath the BMA273
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(about 7 km s−1; see Horen et al., 1996). They could lastly be associated274

with zones of high electrical conductivity, but only in active regimes (with275

fluids). Modern electrical conductivity measurements on serpentinite without276

fluids reveal it as a poor electrical conductor (Airo and Loukola-Ruskeeniemi,277

2004). It would become electrically conductive if the magnetite is intercon-278

nected over a large area. These interconnection can occur through shearing279

processes along a fault zone and may be a possible explanation for the lo-280

calized mid-crustal high conductivity zone at 100 km of distance along the281

profile of this study (Fig. 6). For instance, results from MT experiments in282

a similar tectonic setting in the Damara Belt in Namibia suggest that fossil283

shear zones become visible with MT in presence of graphite or other mineral-284

izations on shear planes (Weckmann et al., 2003; Ritter et al., 2003). A more285

detailed discussion on possible conductivity mechanisms in active and fossil286

regimes can be found in Ritter et al. (2005). Additionally, our model indicates287

that the BMA source magnetization is less remanent than typically expected288

for serpentinized rocks (Florio et al., 1994; Shive et al., 1988; Shive, 1990).289

Other studies also showed that serpentinites in suture zones may not possess290

such high magnetization values due to a generally low serpentinization degree291

(Saad, 1969; Lienert and Wasilewski, 1979).292

293

Magnetite in serpentinite is not the only possible mineral to carry large and294

deep magnetization in the Earth’s crust. Nanoscale exsolution intergrowth of295

titanohematite and ilmenite has been proven to cause large crustal geomag-296

netic anomalies (McEnroe et al., 2001, 2002). Such mineralizations are also297

observed in gneisses and granulites (Williams et al., 1985; Robinson et al.,298

2002). These rocks cool slowly at depth ranges equivalent to what our mod-299
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eling results suggest. Furthermore, the seismic velocities observed are also in300

agreement with those of granulite-facies rocks (Kanao and Ishikawa, 2004).301

However, the remanent component of our modeled magnetization should be302

more significant to be consistent with the large amount of natural remanent303

magnetizations typical for granulite rocks (McEnroe et al., 2001). On the other304

hand, the presence of a fault zone might diminish or perturbate the remanent305

component of its magnetization. The two-body magnetized models show a ver-306

tical offset which may represent such tectonic feature. However, its position307

is different from what Weckmann et al. (2007b) interpreted as a shear zone308

cutting through a broad magnetic body, and the seismic reflection image does309

not show such fault (Lindeque et al., 2007).310

7 Conclusions311

In this study, uniformly magnetized spheres, prisms and cylinders are used312

to represent as simply as possible the source of the continental-scale BMA313

in South Africa along a single aeromagnetic profile, which follows recent MT314

and seismic lines. The parameters of these objects are adjusted by forward315

modeling and inversion. Our results suggest that two similar sources with a316

vertical offset are more likely than a single source in order to explain the shape317

of the BMA in this region. The best-fitting model corresponds to two wide318

(∼80 km) and highly-magnetized (more than 5 A m−1) sheet-like prisms which319

are located at mid-crustal depths (∼10-20 km). Other, less-preferred models320

show that thicker bodies with enhanced crustal magnetization might extend321

into the lower crust. The mean magnetization direction of the two-body models322

are dominated by the induced field direction, even if a weak remanence appears323
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to be needed to fit the exact shape of the BMA. We find some correlations324

with the interpretation of MT and seismic results in the same region. The325

edges of the southern prism of our best-fitting model seem to outline a zone of326

low electrical conductivities in the middle crust. The location of the northern327

prism seems to correlate with a zone of high-velocity which may represent the328

source of the BMA. However, the southern prism (with similar magnetization329

than the northern one) correlates with a low-velocity zone, and the northern330

prism does not show a clear correlation with resistive structures of the MT331

model. The rather weak remanent magnetization component of the magnetized332

prisms may argue against the previously suggested presence of serpentinized333

palaeo-oceanic crust as the source of the BMA. As an alternative source, we334

suggest a wide highly-magnetized body, possibly related to granulite-facies335

rocks with exsolved hematite-ilmenite. In our study area, this magnetic body336

appears to be cut by a shear zone or a fault, but the MT and seismic results337

do not support this hypothesis. Therefore, further geophysical and geological338

investigations are needed.339
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Figure captions513

Figure 1: Magnetic anomaly map at 5 km of altitude over South Africa.514

Abbreviations: BMA-Beattie Magnetic Anomaly; SCCB-Southern Cape Con-515

ductive Belt; NNMB-Namaqua-Natal Mobile Belt; CFB-Cape Fold Belt; GFZ-516

GeoForschungsZentrum / German Research Center for Geosciences, Potsdam.517

Figure 2: Simplified geological map of the study area, adapted from Vorster518

(2003). See Figure 1 for abbreviations.519

Figure 3: Magnetic anomaly map at 1 km of altitude over the study area.520

The solid line shows the location of the selected magnetic profile, following521

the MT and seismic lines indicated in Figures 1 and 2.522

Figure 4: Results of the modeling of the BMA along the selected profile,523

using a single source.524

Figure 5: Results of the modeling of the BMA along selected profile, using525

two sources.526

Figure 6: Comparison of the resulting magnetic prisms (dashed line) with the527

interpretation of western MT (central panel) and seismic refraction (bottom528

panel) lines. Note that the seismic refraction experiment starts 7 km southward529

than the MT profile. The top panel compares the observed total-field anomaly530

with the anomaly predicted by the two prisms (same as in Figure 5). The531

southern prisms seem to outline the resistive zones in the middle crust, whereas532

a clear similar correlation for the northern prism is difficult. The location of the533

northern prism on the other hand matches a high-velocity zone in the seismic534

tomography image. However, the southern prism (with similar magnetization535
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than the northern one) correlates with a low-velocity zone.536
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Parameters Sphere Prism Cylinder Dipole

Latitude (◦N) -32.48 -32.93 / -32.37 -32.52 -32.47 (0.02)

Longitude (◦E) 21.80 21.60 / 22.00 21.80 21.80 (0.01)

Depth (km) 55 9 / 14 50 53.6 (0.9)

Radius (km) 22 - 20 -

Magnetization (A m−1) 14 6 10 -

Dipolar moment (A m2) 6.24 ×1014 7.03 ×1013 - 6.55 (0.97) ×1014

Inclination (◦) -23 -22 -17 -22.5 (0.1)

Declination (◦) 92 60 80 92.6 (0.1)

Fit (%) 74.3 78.2 76.4 74.5

Table 1

Parameters of the magnetized sphere, prism, cylinder and dipole assuming a single

source to explain the BMA in the studied area. For the sphere and prism cases,

dipolar moments correspond to the product of the magnetization with the volume.

This parameter cannot be determined for the horizontally infinite cylinder (equiv-

alent to a line of dipoles). The parameters of the dipole differ from those of the

sphere forward model because they result from inversion of the magnetic data using

a minimum standard deviation set to 28 nT. Associated standard deviations for the

parameters are shown in brackets.

Table1
Click here to download Table: Table1.pdf

http://ees.elsevier.com/tecto/download.aspx?id=132068&guid=f939cea4-f786-4836-95f9-c22578dc0992&scheme=1


Parameters Spheres Prisms Cylinders

Latitude (◦N) -32.40 -32.80 -32.65 / -32.33 -33.65 / -32.05 -32.40 -32.72

Longitude (◦E) 21.7 21.8 21.6 / 21.8 21.6 / 21.9 21.8 21.8

Depth (km) 33 36 9 / 12 13 / 18 20 40

Radius (km) 11 11 - - 5 14

Magnetization (A m−1) 7 13 5 6 7 5

Inclination (◦) -45 -64 -84 -75 -65 -65

Declination (◦) 180 -60 -150 0 -123 -133

Fit (%) 85.3 87.9 87.0

Table 2

Parameters resulting from forward modeling assuming two adjacent sources with

similar shape to explain the BMA.

Table2
Click here to download Table: Table2.pdf

http://ees.elsevier.com/tecto/download.aspx?id=132069&guid=0d84d4df-616c-415c-aa43-b7decbbec4b2&scheme=1


Parameters Northern Dipole Southern Dipole

Latitude (◦N) -32.4 (0.1) -32.8 (0.1)

Longitude (◦E) 21.7 (0.1) 21.8 (0.1)

Depth (km) 28.6 (2.8) 38.2 (3.5)

Dipolar moment (A m2) 4.0 (0.9) ×1013 9.0 (0.1) ×1013

Inclination (◦) -31.0 (0.2) -64.4 (0.1)

Declination (◦) 128.8 (0.9) -76.7 (1.1)

Fit (%) 87.3

Table 3

Parameters of the dipoles resulting from inversion of the magnetic measurements

along the selected profile. Minimum standard deviation of the data is equal to 28

nT. Parameter standard deviations are shown in brackets.

Table3
Click here to download Table: Table3.pdf

http://ees.elsevier.com/tecto/download.aspx?id=132070&guid=de3bb423-6265-49a7-85f9-7200b23a329b&scheme=1



